operator responsibilities

operators must observe all relevant laws, regulations, and operational guidelines for intrastate and interstate highways and facilities. consult state or local authorities for the specific requirements of the road, trail, or area.

it is the responsibility of the operator to ensure that the vehicle is not wider than the road or trail, or area.

roads and trails

roads and trails are subject to the provisions of this vehicle use map and to the requirements of the owner of the land, trail, or area.

motor vehicle use map

motor vehicle use map

purposes and contents of this map

1. roadways designated for motor vehicles only are shown on this map.
2. roads and trails are classified as motorized or nonmotorized.
3. motorized roads and trails are designated by a solid black line.
4. nonmotorized roads and trails are designated by a dashed black line.
5.imentary roads and trails are designated by a dotted black line.
6. roads and trails are not shown on this map.
7. regulated roads and trails are designated by a solid black line and a white arrow.
8. roads and trails are subject to the provisions of this vehicle use map and to the requirements of the owner of the land, trail, or area.
9. road closures are shown on this map.
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